
 

 

 



 

Fill in Other Adult(s) in home: relationship to applicant & whether employment/ school. 

Fill in any Children in the home: age(s) and their experience level with dogs  

 

Fill in current/ past pets: name, age, breed, how acquired, spayed/ neutered, up to date on vaccines, do they see vet 

regularly, personality (social, shy, etc), where do they sleep and notes section to add information.  

Repeat to add any other pets in the home- or pets within the past 2 years (even if not with you any longer/ passed). 

Please add notes about their circumstances, etc. 

 



 

Fill in what type of residence (detached home, apartment, condo, duplex, etc) and whether you own or rent. 

 

Fill in whether you have a yard and fence, and what type, height of fence. 

 

Fill in whether you have a quiet or busy house, whether anyone has allergies, how you’d plan for the adopted dog’s care 

if you cannot take care yourself, as planned; if you can provide timely veterinary care for the pet and how much you’d be 

willing to spend on that. 



 

Fill in who will be primary caretaker, how you will provide exercise for the dog and the activities you hope to do with your 

new friend. 

 

Fill in where you plan to have the new dog sleep, when alone, how you can ensure they have potty breaks, the longest 

time you might be gone in a day, and caretaker during vacation. 

 

Fill in your expectations/ tolerance for adjustment and behaviors you can/ will manage. 



 

Fill in any remaining behaviors in question, how you will train the new dog, any experience with behavior management, 

how you will socialize your new dog, and what reasons you might consider giving up/ returning them. 

 

Add a personal reference if desired. This can be good if you do not have pet experience or simply want to paint a more 

complete picture of yourself as a pet caretaker. 

 

Fill in any current/ past veterinarian/ clinic information, whether we can contact them about your current/ past animals’ 

care, and any health issues you may have experienced with your current/ past animals. We must be able to confirm your 



current pets’ vaccination and spay/ neuter status- so if you say no, you must send records yourself to confirm. Ignoring/ 

refusing this step will hinder your application’s processing and prevent approval. 

 

Fill in whether you’ve used a trainer before, their name and training methods. Repeat for groomer name. 

 

Fill in whether you’ve boarded a dog before and where. 

 

Fill in your reasons for wanting to adopt. 



 

Fill in which types of dog(s)/ situations you’d consider, if any. 

 

Fill in whether you have a preferred dog(s) from our list of available animals, when you’re planning to adopt, and 

freestyle about any other information you’d like us to know about you, your family, and your interests and hopes for 

adoption. 

Also whether you’d like (third party) pet-related services and products. Our database service has relationships with 

different pet companies that can offer discounts, coupons, and specials. You can unsubscribe from them at any time. 

This is UNRELATED to Motley Zoo’s communication/ relationship. Motley Zoo will encourage/ offer continued 

communication (ex: monthly newsletter/check-ins/ survey requests) regarding your new animal to build an ongoing, 

supportive relationship for the lifetime of the animal for your benefit. 

 

Confirm/ electronically sign that you understand we spay/ neuter all animals and that this application is not a guarantee 

to yield an adoption. This also indicates that if approved, we require further information in the form of veterinary records 

and corroboration of your information in the form of a “virtual home visit” (pictures of your pet’s living area, yard, and 

“proof of residence”- ie a piece of mail showing the address on your application) to ensure you reside where you state. 



 

 

 


